SEC to assess when ‘psychological nudges’ become recommendations
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Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Gary Gensler said his agency will determine when digital engagement practices used by online platforms cross the line into investment advice.

SEC Chairman Gary Gensler said Tuesday the agency will assess whether nudges on digital platforms that affect investor behavior should be regulated as investment recommendations.

Gensler said digital engagement practices used by financial platforms go beyond “gamification” and incorporate predictive analytics that raise questions about potential conflicts of interest, such as whether the sites are trying to optimize investors’ returns or their own revenue.

A robo-adviser “might steer us to higher-fee or more complex products, even if that isn’t in our best interest,” Gensler said in remarks during the online SEC Speaks conference hosted by the Practising Law Institute. “Moreover, a brokerage app might use DEPs to encourage more trading, because they would receive more payment from those trades. More trading, though, doesn’t always lead to higher returns.”

Gensler didn’t mention Regulation Best Interest, the broker standard of conduct, by name, but the implication is that the measure could be applied to online brokers if their investor encouragement is deemed a recommendation.

“When do these design elements and psychological nudges cross the line and become recommendations?” Gensler said. “The answer to that question is important, because that might change the nature of the platform’s obligations under the securities laws. Further, even if certain practices might not meet the current definition of recommendation, I believe they raise a question as to whether there are some appropriate investor protection guardrails to consider, beyond simply the application of anti-fraud rules.”

The Securities and Exchange Commission recently concluded a public comment period on broker and investment adviser digital engagement practices. The input the agency receives could lead to future rulemaking.

Robinhood Markets Inc., whose popular trading app makes it a prominent online brokerage, submitted a letter warning the SEC that imposing new rules for online customer engagement would be challenged in court.
In addition to conflicts of interest, Gensler raised concerns about digital financial platforms contributing to bias and systemic risk.

“[P]olicymakers, technologists, computer scientists, and market participants can come together, engage in robust debate, and tackle a number of important issues that the adoption of predictive data analytics presents,” Gensler said.

**PROMOTING PRIVATE MARKETS**

Other segments of the SEC Speaks conference featured two commissioners giving different takes on the rapidly growing private investment markets.

SEC Commissioner Allison Herren Lee raised concerns about the secrecy surrounding private companies even while investment capital has poured into them. She said the lack of visibility could put investors in harm’s way.

“We must evaluate the opacity of large and important segments of the economy and what that means to investors and our public markets,” Lee said.

So-called private placements investments are both risky and come with high fees. Buying an unregistered security is generally restricted to sophisticated investors who meet certain income and wealth thresholds.

Lee said mutual funds and pension plans increasingly invest in private markets, meaning that “the savings of everyday investors is increasingly exposed to the potential risks associated with a lack of transparency.”

But in his appearance at the conference, SEC Commissioner Elad Roisman said the agency should be doing more to make it easier for private companies to raise capital, which he said is crucial to spurring economic growth.

“While the pieces of our mission are sometimes presented as a system of trade-offs, as though we must sacrifice investor protection if we want to pursue capital formation, I believe this viewpoint is misguided,” Roisman said. “Our mission should work as a coherent whole, where appropriately tailored rules allow investors and businesses to work hand-in-hand, providing a stable framework within which to collaborate.”